Abstract. We have considered the cooperative effects of photon and magnetic alignment on plausible models for interstellar dust grains. Neither effect, either in cooperation or alone, appears able to produce the observed alignment.
where j = S, R, T, G, D 9 M, P and i = X, Y, Z. These must be solved by a self con sistent calculation as the moment of inertia of the grain in each direction depends on the degree of alignment. We take AL mP = 0, as the magnetic field is in the 7-direction. (r, rj) is the number of photons absorbed by the grain and is obtained by integrating a suitable efficiency factor over an approximate interstellar radiation field. We take this factor to be (v/v 0 ) 2 below v 0 and 1 above, where v 0 = c/lnr-yjrj . The radiation field used consists of the superposition of 3 blackbody spectra, correspond ing to temperatures of 14500 K, 7500 K and 4000 K multiplied by dilution factors of 4x 10" 16 , 1.5 x 10~1 4 , and 1.5 x 10" 13 respectively (Werner and Salpeter, 1969) . The terms AL 2 Di and AL^ are taken from Purcell and Spitzer (1971) by integrating the expressions they give for the damping torques on the grain. The factor 3~1 /2 comes from having to use the average angle at which the gas molecules strike the grain; the factor (r gas -^grainV^gas + ^grain) * s inserted to take into account the temperature dependence.
q is the correlation between absorbed and scattered photons, the forward scattered ones having no effect on the angular momentum while the backward scattered ones contribute to the random walk process as do the absorbed ones. We estimate that q = 1.2 is reasonable, ji is the number of thermalized infrared photons emitted for each starlight photon absorbed. Estimating the grain temperature to be 30 K we divide the average interstellar photon temperature by this and thus obtain ft = 143. k' is a number that determines the excess number of emitted photons which remove angular momentum. From Harwit's paper we have:
To fix numerical values we choose gas characteristics v = 1.7 x 10 5 cm s~l, jT gas = 120 K, and m = 1.6 x 10~2 4 gm: the grain density p we take to be 1 gm cm -3 ; B we take to be 3 x 10" 6 G; the frequency of the emitted radiation, co p , is 3 x 10 12 s _1 ; Kis the volume of the grain and K as defined in Spitzer and Jones (1967) we take to be about 10" 13 . n is the number of gas molecules per cubic centimeter. The main results of the calculation are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 presents a comparison of the amount of alignment obtained with gas, magnetic, and photon effects operating, vs the alignment obtained with just gas and magnetic effects as a function or the radius and the eccentricity of the grain and the number of gas mole cules we assume per cubic centimeter. The last line presents the result of averaging over the 5 values of r and eccentricities from 1 to 10. It can be seen that the net photon effects are least for the larger grains and for higher values of the gas density, the effect being one of lessening the alignment for the small grains. As it is the smaller grains that are best aligned by paramagnetic relaxation , the net photon effect is to increase somewhat the magnetic field needed to account for the alignment. It is seen that the net disaligning effect is smaller than that estimated by Purcell and Spitzer (1971) for spherical grains, especially for the larger values of r. Table 2 presents the ratio of photon and magnetic alignment when they are not working in conjunction. It can be seen that the photon aligning mechanism gives alignments far smaller than that given by magnetic effects, which already yields Q/s which are too small. The difference in the Q/s obtained here from those of previous papers (Harwit, 1970a, b) comes from taking a larger value of /? as indicated from infrared rocket observations (Houck et ah, 1971) and considering the systematic disalignment more rigorously. These considerations indicate that photon alignment is not sufficient to produce the observed polarization. The last line of the table shows a comparison between this method of calculation and that employed by Purcell and Spitzer (1971) for the case in which we have no photon effects. The values given are the average over r and eccentricity of the absolute value of the difference in alignment obtained by the two methods divided by the sum of the alignments. It was found that the agreement is reasonably close in all cases, the best agreement being in the cases of higher gas density and radii between 3.16 x 10" 6 cm and 3.16 x 10" 5 cm, conditions which are more probable than the other ones treated. From this calculation we therefore conclude that even taking into account the effect of instantaneous alignment of the grain on the various angular momentum contribu tions, neither paramagnetic relaxation nor photon alignment are sufficient to produce the observed alignment, either alone or working in conjunction with each other. 
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